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In Term 5 it has been lovely to get into able to offer our usual excellent range of
a rhythm once more following our return extra-curricular opportunities for over a
to school in March. Students have
year, this is a very positive step towards
continued to respond very positively to
providing the all-round educational
being back in school; attendance and
experience which is integral to our school
punctuality have been excellent and we
community. We very much hope that this
have been impressed with students’
will continue and be further enhanced in
mature and dedicated approach to
the new academic year in September.
learning and their studies. A special
Whilst this academic year has certainly
mention must go to Year 11 and Year 13
presented many challenges for students,
students (and Year 12 AS Mathematics and staff, families and members of the local
Certificate in Financial Studies students).
and wider communities, the strong
They have worked extremely
support that has been evident
hard in challenging
has made such a difference. Our
circumstances throughout the
school ethos of “working
last 2 academic years, and this
together” has never been more
term they have sat further
important and this mutual
formal assessments which will
support and understanding will
contribute as evidence to their STEM project produced in continue to be crucial over the
Virtual DT Club
teacher-assessed GCSE and A
coming weeks, months and
Level grades this summer. We
years. As with all aspects of
are very proud of their dedication,
school life, we are always keen to hear
resilience and commitment during this
parents’/carers’ feedback; if you have any
difficult and uncertain time.
comments or suggestions please email
Students in Years 7-10 and 12 have also school@dartfordgrammargirls.org.uk.
been working hard in readiness for their
Whilst it is very encouraging that the
End of Year Assessments at the very start Covid-19 national restrictions have eased
of Term 6. Teachers have noted their
to some extent, it continues to be essential
focused approach to revision, with
that we all adhere to the safety measures
students taking responsibility for their
we have in place in school, including the
learning and progress, and using the
year group bubbles and social distancing.
assessments as an opportunity to develop We would also like to strongly encourage
revision skills, gain valuable examination
students, as well as staff, continue to test
experience and identify their individual
themselves at home twice a week, as per
strengths and areas for development. This the guidance from the government. This
will be essential to support their continued will help to keep us all safe.
progress in the new academic year.
I hope that all our families have a
Although assessments across the
restful and enjoyable holiday, and very
school will be an important focus when we importantly, you keep healthy and safe.
return after the holiday, as we look
We look forward to welcoming back all
towards the rest of Term 6, we are very
students at the usual time on Monday 7th
pleased to be able to start planning a
June 2021.
limited number of day trips and other
activities, including the Arts and Culture
Sharon Pritchard
Week at the end of June. After not being
Headteacher
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Art Competition Success!
Huge congratulations to Rosie 7P and Emma 7L
who have had their artwork accepted into the Royal
Academy Young Artist’s Summer Show online
exhibition! This competition is a national event open
to all students in the UK aged 5-19 and runs alongside
the prestigious Royal Academy Summer Exhibition.
This is the third year this competition has run and they
had 33,000 entries from all over the country so we’re
particularly thrilled that not one, but two of our
students have been chosen!
Rosie’s colouring pencil still-life study previously won
the Year 7 DGGS lockdown still life competition and
you can see for yourselves what an incredible talent
Rosie 7P
she is. Emma created a work called “88”
which she describes here: “88 is a reflection
of lockdown during the Covid 19 pandemic.
Each box is made up of 7 different strips
depicting 7 days of the week. All the figures
are stuck at their desk doing the same
monotonous routine. It’s called 88 because
there are 88 boxes, which reinforces the idea
of the infinity loop and if you look close
enough you will see that there is a hidden
Emma 7L
infinity loop in the picture.”
We are blown away by the creativity and talent of these
students. The exhibition will be live on the Royal Academy of Arts website from
13th July so please take time to check it out. Well done Rosie and Emma!
Ms Bamsey
Joint Curriculum Area Leader: Art and Design

Languages Club
This term in Languages Club we have learned a range of languages and have also
had a wonderful presentation made by a guest speaker on Maori culture and
language (Thank you Mr Reid!). We have also used our translation skills and
collaborated on a ‘Jamboard’ to share our thoughts on the benefits of speaking
other languages. In the term ahead we will be looking at being language detectives
and finding out about famous people and the languages they speak.
One of our members wrote this:
Language club is one of my favourite clubs because every session is really fun and
I have learnt so much about so many cultures. I myself have even taught a language
too! It is a warm, inclusive and friendly club and gives a chance for everyone to get
involved. Along with the presentations, there are many competitions and fun quizzes
for us to do! Personally, my favourite part is being able to connect with others over
something I would not have known about them otherwise! Maria 8C
If you would like to join and you are in Year 7 or 8 then you are welcome to join
us via our Google Classroom, (please speak to me for the Google Classroom code.)
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Mrs Spatz
Teacher: French, Spanish
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2020-2021 Head Student Team Farewell
Being Head Students during a year full of uncertainty has definitely been a challenge, but we are really proud
of how we have overcome the obstacles in our path. From the lockdown competitions, to the Black History Month
activities, we have organised projects that brought the school together, in a time when we could not be physically
close.
As members of the Head Student Team we have developed invaluable life skills that we will take with us into
the future. Teamwork, organisation and good communication have been essential for making everything we
worked towards a success. Making the Year 6 and Year 12 virtual open events were especially rewarding. We also
quickly learnt how to manage our time effectively in order to balance the responsibility of being on the Head
Student Team with the heavy workload that comes with being a Sixth Form student.
Throughout the year we have really enjoyed working together as a team alongside our House Captains and
being able to share our ideas with each other. We are grateful for having the opportunity to set up our own
projects and it has been rewarding to see them come together and see how students have engaged with these
over time. So many students overall have taken part in our different competitions and activities and we thank
every one of them for their support.
We would both like to wish the new Head Student Team the best of luck in their new roles. It is the most
amazing opportunity where new skills will be learnt, others honed through working together with the Senior
Leadership Team, the staff and the wider school community. We have had such a positive experience despite the
restrictions working alongside each other to help make a difference in the school.
We would also like to give the new Head Student Team some advice from our House Captains:
“It is important to act as a voice for other students.
Make sure to listen to them and convey their thoughts to the best of your ability.
In addition, ensure that you are being responsible role models for the younger students to look up to.”

Milly 13A
Isobel 13G
Head Students 2020-2021

On behalf of the whole school community I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Head Student Team
2020-2021 for all the work and commitment they have shown over the last year. They have been student leaders
in the most challenging of times operating virtually with the whole school. I have been extremely proud of their
resilience and creativity and I know that the students in the school have been really appreciative of the online
quizzes, competitions and opportunities the Head Student Team has initiated through the Google Classroom HST In
Touch. We wish them the very best as they move onto exciting new chapters in their lives.
The new Head Student Team will be announced at the end of this term. We had an unprecedented number of
applications for a range of roles. Twenty-two applied for consideration for Head Student and forty-four students
applied for the House Captain Role. In addition to this, another thirty-six students put themselves forward for one
of the other lead roles. It is wonderful to see the enthusiasm and commitment of our students to the wider school
community and we hope all gained in experience from the process.
Mrs Kidd
Assistant Headteacher: Head of Sixth Form
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Culture and Diversity Plans
At DGGS, we recognise that the society that our students are growing up in can be
complex for them to understand. Recent events, including the pandemic itself, have
provided students with much information to digest, make sense of and decide on. As a
school community, we are committed to helping students understand the society
around them. The return to school after the lockdown has enabled us to continue our
work on culture, diversity and inclusion this term so that, together, we can not only
promote strong British values such as tolerance and mutual respect but we can also
understand more about one another, the different experiences we may have and
openly discuss the impact of how certain issues make us feel as individuals.
During the remote learning period, we were able to celebrate Chinese New Year
with some activities and events and, during form time, students have been looking at
important events such as World Water Day and Hannukah. Recently we have also
started to publish an International Awareness Calendar in the Parent and Student
update so that together we can acknowledge key events during the year as a
community. The Sixth Form Multi Cultural Educators of Tomorrow team did some
excellent work recently in raising awareness of Stephen Lawrence Day and we are very
proud of the work and money raised for the Stephen Lawrence Day Foundation.
Moving forwards, we will have assemblies to put forward the ideas for the rest of
this term and into the next academic year. Following the assemblies students will be
able to apply for the position of Culture and Diversity representative for their form and
there will be specific form time sessions about language. In June, we are planning on
holding an Arts and Culture Week to celebrate the diversity within our community.
Miss Cooper
Assistant Headteacher
Miss Longley
Curriculum Team Leader: Arts and Technology
Extended Senior Leadership Team: Pastoral

Library News
Students can now reserve and borrow books again, which are delivered to form
rooms by Mrs Hickman. Instead of a google form students can now use the new and
marvellous DGGS Library Online. For now it can be accessed via the web at https://
uk.accessit.online/drt00/#!dashboard but soon it will be available on mobile devices
too.
All our books are in the process of being catalogued and students can also start to
access curated online resources too. It is a work in progress as there is so much the
Accessit System can do, so expect more updates.
The Reading Reps in 7K, Anishka and Evangeline, have
continued to be busy with their form. They have
produced their own ‘My Lockdown Life’ book, with
contributions from the whole class. The cover won a 7K
form design competition and was created by Sharmiha.
The book contains writing, poems and drawings about
how the students have been affected by the national
lockdowns. Their accounts are both heart breaking and
sad, positive and funny.
ISSUE NUMBER
68

Mrs Hickman
School Librarian
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Having been unable to complete the Global Goals projects due to the first Covid-19 lockdown,
this did not stop the Year 12 project managers delivering what they set out to do.
The money raised was invested in two charities and what follows provides information as to
what was organised.
I would like to congratulate the Year 8 team members, but specifically the Year 12 project
managers who organised the final part of the fundraising project. They were determined, well
organised and excellent ambassadors for DGGS.
Well done and a huge thank you!
Ms Curtis
Teacher: Religious Education, Ethics
As part of a Global Goals challenge, we led two
teams of Year 7 students to fundraise money for
projects tackling the goals of ‘no poverty’ and ‘zero
hunger’ within our communities. Originally, our
groups had individual projects and teams, however
the pandemic made us realise that we could make
a bigger impact by merging. Our goal was to help
four different organisations, each in a specific way.
Our chosen organisations were: The Salvation
Army, a homeless shelter, Women's Aid and Mary’s
Child. We donated money straight to the Salvation
Army and for the homeless shelter we created
blessing bags. The Women’s Aid charity, were also
given blessing bags which were catered to them as
well as menstrual products. Finally, to Mary’s Child,
who helped families struggling with poverty,
especially during the pandemic, we decided to
donate 9 bags of non-perishable food items,
toiletries and menstrual products for them to be
able to give out.
In order to raise money for our blessing bags,
we organised various fundraisers during the
beginning of the last academic year. One group
decided on organising a football match between
teachers and students, charging £1 for entry whilst
selling snacks alongside this. In total, this event
raised £235.42, creating a solid foundation to build
upon later. Another fundraiser incorporated selling
secret Valentine bags. There were two variations of
this; one being a sweet bag which could then be
delivered to anyone, in any form. The second was a
cone containing layers of sweets, chocolate and
biscuits which was then tied with a ribbon; these
came in two different sizes. Personalised messages
were also attached to each cone before delivery.

This was a popular choice throughout the school
and resulted in a total of £222 being raised.
During the first lockdown, two GoFundMe pages
were made and advertised on social media raising
£455 altogether. £250 was donated directly to the
Salvation Army whilst the other £205 was used to
make the blessing bags, it was at this point that we
realised both groups would benefit immensely
from merging as we would be able to make a
bigger impact on the communities we both hoped
to support.
Once we got back, we managed to further
organise and collect donations from the students
within our school, which included items such as
non-perishables, deodorant, tissue, menstrual
products and plasters etc. to go towards the
blessing bags. By the end of the whole process,
both groups had £662 in total!
As the second lockdown began, we used this
time to create and donate the blessing bags; one
sent to a homeless shelter and another to a
domestic abuse shelter. The remaining money
(£150) plus the donations from students, was put
aside to buy food and toiletries for a charity called
Mary’s Child, who we worked with in order to
support families struggling with poverty, especially
during the pandemic.
Overall, we are all extremely proud of our
efforts as well as the current Year 8 students who
were a part of this project.
Nulenie 13D
Cristiana 13D
Guneet 13E

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Chinese New Year 2021
Chinese New Year was on Friday 12th
February and is the most important holiday
for the Chinese community. The New Year is
usually celebrated with dragon dances,
firecrackers and visits to family and friends.
This year it was the year of the Ox; the Ox is
the second of all zodiac animals. One example
of customs and traditions is that red envelope
called “hong bao” also known as lucky money,
is prepared for children by the elderly and
Elleke- Year 9
given after the reunion dinner.
This year we celebrated Chinese New year virtually where we informed
others about the customs, traditions and some background knowledge through
a loom video presentation. During the week the students also tried to make
spring rolls using the recipe and the demonstration from Ms Last, or they could
also cook a different Chinese dish if they preferred (they all looked fantastic!) A
few of the Chinese dishes created can be found at the end of this article.
Furthermore, there were also other activities during form time, that included
PowerPoint presentations about different myths. These activities allowed
students to understand other cultures and participate in activities.
Despite celebrating Chinese New Year differently this year, we were still
able to share our culture and celebrate it virtually and we hoped that students
enjoyed the activities around Chinese New Year!
Kelly 12C
Addison - Year 7
Grace - Year 8

Remi - Year 7
ISSUE NUMBER
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Grace - Year 8

Rhiannon - Year 8

Isabella - Year 9

Jenny- Year 8

Rhiannon - Year 8

Sruthi - Year 9
Mabel - Year 9

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Students from across all year groups have been busy exploring and developing
their knowledge and understanding of Drama and Theatre.
Year 7
Students have been introduced to and are exploring Greek Theatre. They have
been introduced to a range of Greek Myths and Legends and have gained an
understanding of the role and importance of theatre at the time, as well as the role of
the chorus and use of masks within Greek Theatre.
Year 8
Students have been introduced to and are working as an ensemble to bring to life a
script. They are developing their understanding and applying a range of abstract skills
including: chorus, multirole, physical theatre, repetition, mirroring.
Year 9
Students have been exploring Verbatim Theatre and the two different approaches.
Students will be undertaking their own interviews to create their own pieces of
verbatim theatre from. Year 9 students have also begun work on their written live
review. Despite not being able to visit the theatre physically, students have watched a
National Theatre Digital production of Peter Pan and will be using this to write about in
their End of Year assessments.
Year 10
Students are busy creating, developing and rehearsing their devised pieces which
are worth 10% of their final GCSE. Students had a mock exam on the 20th May.
Students are also working on their devising logs to accompany their practical work,
worth 30% of their final GCSE.
Year 11
Students have been working hard on their Component 3, scripted pieces. Despite
not being able to rehearse after school or at break/ lunchtime, all students performed
their extracts in drama lesson time, the week of the 26th April. Students are now
focusing on and revising for their May Assessment. The Drama Department wish them
all the best.

Year 9 Q&A Zoom with Charlene James
On 21st April, Year 9 GCSE Drama students took part in a Q&A session with Charlene
James via Zoom. Charlene is an award winning playwright and screenwriter. She is best
known for her award winning play ‘Cuttin It’ and her contributions to the TV show ‘Dr
Who’.
“It was really helpful and inspiring to talk to somebody working in the industry and to
find out about how and why she became a scriptwriter, what the challenges are for her
and what advice she would give to us”.
On 23rd June, we have organised for these students to also have a Q&A Zoom session
with the film producer, Lucy Dyke.
LAMDA update
Due to Covid, LAMDA has been put on hold this year. However, a few students who
were close to performing before lockdown, will be rehearsing independently over the
summer and will take their exam in September/ October (TBC). We are hoping that we
will be able to run enrichment sessions again from September, and are planning to
start up our LAMDA Drama club.
ISSUE NUMBER
68
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Mrs Westergaard
Curriculum Area Leader: Drama
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Congratulations to the following students whose poems were chosen as Winner, Runner Up and
Highly Commended in the Key Stage 3 Poetry Competition last term : Favour 8I, Lineysha 7H, Aarabi 8L
and Lidia 7I.
Invited to contribute poems on the themes of Hope and Spring, many students submitted well crafted,
thoughtful verses, some of which are reproduced below.

At the end of the tunnel
Flash! Flash! Breaking news!
Six months in isolation,
trapped inside our homes.
Cheerful busy streets
now inhabited by a
strange ghostly silence.
A barren wasteland,
The Grim Reaper sweeps through nations
regardless of status.
BONG! The death toll rings
Big Ben utters its own
single cry today.
Days clash into one
period of nothingness
but we don’t see light.
A glimmer of hope
shines bright against the darkness
Covid Test & Trace.
Cases fall, deaths fall,
the world awakes from its slumber,
economic re-growth.
Flowers blossoming,
sleeping animals wake up,
Winter hibernates.
Restrictions lifted,
we are free beings once more.
Temporarily carefree.
Another lockdown comes and goes,
promises of a better future the light at the end of the tunnel.
Favour 8I

Now it’s spring again
Now it’s spring again,
Wildlife creeps out again Welcome back the spring.
The flora appears
The fauna basks in gold light;
Welcome back the spring.
The flowers light up,
Dewdrops fall off the green grass,
Lanterns of the field.
Children come to play,
Once again, another day.
During the springtime.
Everlasting hope
In the method of nature,
The flowers’ promise.
Persephone comes;
She drifts her skirts upon grass,
Therefore, spreads the spring.
The goddess arrives,
And joined with her flower nymphs,
They refract their joy.
Bathe in the warm breeze
And enjoy it while it lasts;
Learn to love the spring.
Lidia 7I

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Renewal and rebirth in Spingtime
There’s renewal and rebirth in Springtime,
Where new life flourishes,
And the air becomes a sweet fragranced petal that wraps around
us.
Under the melting snow are fragments of vibrant colour,
Illuminating the empty fields after a long winter, spring flowers
Ignite their inner beams.
Birds begin to bring colour to the sky,
Leaving a freshly painted canvas,
Nature with all its joy and beauty welcomes us to their home.
And when it all starts to fade away,
It brings a new serene season,
It brings summer.
Lineysha 7H

Many thanks to all students who submitted
their poems.

Spring haiku
I look out the door,
Spring has opened her warm arms,
And she hugs me tight.
Aarabi 8L

Mrs Mackenzie
Teaching Assistant: English

Poetry by Heart finals 2021
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All students
who took part this
year will receive a
Poetry by Heart
certificate and
Record of
Achievement from the judges, including
personal feedback on their video
performances. Poet Daljit Nagra
commented that winners were selected
on the basis of “those students who’ve
given us the most enjoyable time!”
This year, despite the necessary
restrictions on gatherings of poetry
enthusiasts, there were over 500 entries
from the 700 schools who signed up to
take part and finalists from KS2, 3, 4 and 5
will also join the Celebration category
finalists for the long-awaited live
performances on one of London’s most
iconic stages. It will be a day to remember
for all those who have earned their place
there.

Congratulations to Olakunbi 9I who has
won a place in the finals of Poetry by
Heart 2021. Entirely unaided, Olakunbi
went through the process of memorising
two poems during lockdown in order to
qualify for the final event which takes
place at the Globe Theatre, London, in
July.
At home she produced videos of herself
reciting pre-1914 poem Envy by Adelaide
Anne Procter (1861) and post-1914 poem
Phenomenal Woman by Maya Angelou
(1995) which were entered in the KS3
category. Both performances were of an
outstanding quality but it was the Angelou
poem that caught the judges’ eye.
Taken from the poet’s And Still I Rise
collection, the poem is a powerful
celebration of womanhood and Olakunbi’s
sensitive recitation reflected the joyous
feel of the poet’s words. She won a place
in the Celebration category with this
poem which you can find here:
Mrs Mackenzie
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/
Teaching Assistant: English
poems/48985/phenomenal-woman
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Year 9 Short Story Writers Reveal Their Talents
In the recent Year 9 short story competition on the theme of ‘Change’, students produced a wonderful
variety of short stories that demonstrated their love of and talent for narrative writing.
We are very pleased to announce the winner, runner up and three highly commended students – with
such an impressive standard of writing in different styles, it was a challenge to choose between them all.
Many congratulations to:
Winner: Millie 9K for her story entitled Change
Runner up: Elizabeth 9K for her story entitled Change
Highly Commended: Judith 9I for A fresh start; Esha 9P for A Cycle of Dictators; and Debbie 9K for Change.
Millie’s winning story is a mature take on the importance of recognising that actions have
consequences. In it, she explores an explosion of violence that is provoked by unkind comments among
school students. Her sensitive handling of a challenging theme and her awareness of the need for a tight
narrative structure really impressed the judges. Well done, Millie!

Change
Just one day left. Exactly twenty four hours until my
release. No more sleepless nights in this dismal, gloomy
prison cell. A new me, a changed me is soon going to be
let free. Free from this torture and confinement.
My emotions are inexplicable. Undeniably, I am, of
course, enraptured by the thought of being a free
woman once again like a savage animal being unleashed
from its cage.But savage, indeed I am. It is the one part
of myself I am truly frightened of. My anger is
unpredictable and I am unaware of its boundaries
though I wish I was. The irascible part of me and my
determination to stay calm are constantly at war with
each other; the irascible part of me always wins no
matter how hard I try to battle it. I guess this explains
how I ended up in this prison cell in the first place: my
untamed, uncontrollable anger unfortunately got the
better of me.
It was the year 2001. Twenty years ago seems like a
long period of time and it would be expected that my
memory is a blur. However, I can somehow recall the
whole story vividly with ease.
I was out partying on a Friday night like any other
teenager would do. My friends, Kathy and Susie,
accompanied me to the party. In my favourite, neon
green dress covered in huge, red polka dots, I proudly
strutted down the street towards the building where the
party was. Scintillating beams of light emerged from the
roof of the building and it was like the building itself was
summoning me to the party. Everyone stared at my

dress as if they were questioning my fashion choice but
what did I do about this? I carried on walking. Kathy and
Susie both had mixed feelings about the dress. Kathy
said I looked like one of those poisonous frogs from the
Amazon rainforest and Susie said I looked like I had
fluorescent chickenpox. Their comments were hysterical.
Of course, I appreciated and considered their opinions
but nothing could put a stop to the intense joy I felt
when wearing that dress.
Waiting by the entrance of the building with Susie,
Kathy casually said,”Laura, you’re here.”
There was this underlying tone to her voice that was
telling me she was not satisfied by my arrival. Susie did
not even speak a word to me. It was then that I had this
tiny instinct that something was wrong but I assured
myself everything was fine and that I was just being
overly observant. Dismissing the thought, I followed
Kathy and Susie into the building, ready to party. The
room was chaotic but lively. I hardly knew anyone there;
they were all complete strangers to me except Kathy and
Susie.
For several hours, Kathy, Susie and I danced like there
was no tomorrow and gulped down a few drinks. I think
the alcohol was a slight shock to our systems so we were
all consequently stumbling on the dance floor. As I was
not in the right state of mind, it took me a little while to
then realise that I was dancing by myself. Kathy and
Susie had vanished. Did they go out for some fresh air or
perhaps a walk? Did they both faint in a random,

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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unknown area? Did they just leave me
intentionally? It was a definite mystery.
All of a sudden, I could vaguely discern
Susie’s voice coming from upstairs.
Vigorously, I bolted halfway up the stairs
and I noticed that Susie and Kathy were
conversing with Darlia and her crew.
Darlia was a cruel girl in my class who
always mocked poor, innocent me. The
question was, however, why were my
friends even with, even talking to a girl
like Darlia when they knew what type of a
person she was? This was what
bewildered me most. If it was any other
person, I would have understood. But
Darlia. Why Darlia?
I thought that maybe the alcohol had
dominated their actions and they were
just clueless, puzzled, not themselves.
Discreetly, I carried on creeping up the
stairs with steady, inaudible footsteps. At
that very moment, Darlia’s voice struck
me, “Why do you guys even bother
hanging around with that freak in that
hideous dress? She's a weirdo that
doesn't belong in our world.”
This was the part where I assumed
Kathy and Susie would defend me like
loyal friends would do but what a misled
and naive puppy I was.
“I mean we’ve been friends since I was
like four or something but back then, we
were careless and well, children. Now
that we're teenagers, she's kind of just an
embarrassment to Kathy and I.” admitted
Susie.
‘Yeah, I get what you mean Susie. I feel
like Laura just needs to grow up a bit and
actually start living in the real world.’
commented Kathy.
Betrayed. Deceived. Furious. I was a
huge, spitting pan of scorching oil on the
verge of toppling over. Their conversation
probably endured further but I think I had
heard all that needed to be said. I finally
knew their true feelings, what they really
thought of me.
For a long while, it took me time to
process and make sense of what I had just
witnessed. All the noise coming from my
surroundings was blocked out. It was
pure silence and stillness. Solitarily and
despairingly, I seated myself on a nearby

chair and bowed my head into my knees.
As I sobbed away, two immense, deep
pools of misery formed below me. I
thought that there was no longer any
point in me staying at that party so I
decided to accompany myself home.
As I was approaching a left turn on the
street, somebody tapped me on the
shoulder and I immediately flinched in
fright.
‘It’s only me.’ Susie laughed. ‘But I
came to check if you were ok. Why did
you leave so soon, Laura?’
I had no response. My blood was boiling
inside me. I felt like I was about to
explode. Was she trying to comfort me to
ease her guilty conscience? I could not
even look her in the eyes knowing what
she thinks of me. I then made the tough
decision to answer her to prevent myself
from doing something that I would regret.
‘I’m fine, Susie. Trust me, I’m fine. Can
you just leave me alone please?’
I made the left turn on the street but
Susie was still following me and then
asked innocently, ‘Have I done something
wrong?’
This exact question was what made
my blood boil over. These were Susie’s
final five words before I lashed out like a
malicious beast and pushed her into a
ditch.
Sorrowful and remorseful for the way
Susie had to pass away, I have been
attending sessions in this prison to assist
my anger management. The professionals
say I am progressing very well and I
believe so too. I was only fifteen when I
killed Susie but I am now thirty five.
Almost thirty five years I have lived on
this planet. In those prolonged twenty
years in prison, I have learned to become
a mature, more composed woman and I
have served my time for my terrible
mistake. But that mistake is now in the
past. Tomorrow, I will be released and
tomorrow, I will prove to the world that I
have changed. Changed for the better.
Millie 9K

MAY
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Stephen Lawrence Charitable Trust
Multi Cultural Educators of Tomorrow (MCET) worked together to create an
assembly in memory of Stephen Lawrence, a victim of a racially-charged attack in
1993, celebrating his life, sharing the impact of his death and highlighting his family’s
continuous fight for justice. We used his story to bring awareness to various forms of
racism and invited students to discuss how to counteract these as they are the
foundation on which hate crimes are based. Baroness Doreen Lawrence, Stephen’s
mother, has been campaigning for decades not only for her son, but for reform
of the legal system to better protect the lives of people of colour.
The school community raised £225 for the charity she founded, the Stephen
Lawrence Charitable Trust, which works on promoting equal opportunities for young
people and fighting racial injustice. They use the resources to fund the Stephen
Lawrence Centre in Lewisham where they focus on building stronger communities for young people where they
have a voice and opportunity to develop new skills. The charity works particularly with people from
disadvantaged backgrounds, providing opportunities for enrichment and windows into their dream careers. We
really appreciate that many students took the time to create a ‘Light a Candle’ image in memory of Stephen,
whose legacy inspired change, exemplifying that “Out of darkness comes light”.
MCET are currently holding sessions with Year 12 where race, culture, class and so on are explored freely
and respectfully to gain better education from our peers. We are now working on creating another form time
activity to allow students to become better educated on how to combat racial microaggressions so tragedies
like Stephen’s can be avoided in the future.
Aleksandra 12D

CAS Philanthropic
The Year 12 Philanthropic team have been working really hard this term on a number of events supporting
the Ellenor Hospice and Mind. The students decided to sell suncatchers to bring positivity into people’s lives (see
pictures) and have been hard at work painting the creations. They have also sold ice lollies on sunny days and
held raffles for hampers. Running charity events has been really challenging due to year group bubbles and
restrictions needing to be followed but the team have been positive and proactive at adapting their ideas to
ensure that they can still be successful at raising money. Thank you to everyone who has supported these
events, it is much appreciated by the students and the charities we have supported.

Miss Williams
Joint Curriculum Area Leader: Religious Studies and Ethics
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Holocaust Survivor
Testimony
On Tuesday 18th May Year 8 students had the special opportunity to hear from
a Hungarian survivor of the Holocaust - Paul Sved. The opportunity was
arranged alongside the Holocaust Educational Trust. This fits in to a unit that
started with modern Judaism, then begins to look at the story and impact of
the persecution of the Jews, exploring the concepts of prejudice,
discrimination and oppression. It has been fantastic to see Year 8 explore
these difficult topics and practise articulating and sharing their ideas. Below,
two students report on hearing from Paul Sved.
Miss Watson
Curriculum Area Leader: Religious Studies and Ethics

“I survived because of my mother’s absolute support and my
uncle...it was luck. And whatever guilt I have, I work on it”
These were the words of Paul Sved, a Holocaust survivor, whom we
were fortunate enough to hear from. Paul shared with us his testimony
and experience during the Second World War, whilst being part of a
Jewish family and also as a young, only child.
Due to his openness and sincerity, we were able to gain a valuable
insight into his life experiences and further understand the struggles of
being Jewish or having beliefs contrary to the Nazis. One particular
anecdote that Paul spoke about was especially difficult to
comprehend. This was about Paul’s friend named Domino. They had
met during their time at a Swiss-protected house. One day, in 1945, a
group of armed people broke into this house and shot Domino. Domino
did not survive that day.
“He didn’t know Hitler. He didn’t know the Nazis. He was just a boy”,
explained Paul.
Paul also talked about his life before the Second World War, when
he lived in Hungary. He recalled memories of early anti-semitism and
the problems he faced because of it, including the restrictions on
transport - “My friends could [go on the trams] but I couldn’t because I
was Jewish.”
At the end of the testimony, Paul answered questions, regarding his
experiences, from the students. A fellow Year 8 student asked if there
was anything he would like others to know or take away from his
experience. Paul replied,
“Please make sure you remember it [Holocaust], and do not carry
this forward. That hatred is over”.
Nithya 8H
ISSUE NUMBER
68
MAY
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Sitting in the Main Hall, on the familiar plastic chairs,
Year 8 looked up at the unfamiliar face of a worker from
the Holocaust Educational trust, by the name of Gerry.
He introduced himself and proceeded to ask us what we
know about the Holocaust. One student said that it
occurred during World War Two, and another said that it
was ‘the mass genocide of the Jewish people’.
Soon after, Paul Sved joined the call, and it sounds
obvious, but looking at him, you would never even begin
to think he had undergone the horrors that he has, in his
pink polo shirt and rectangular, thin-framed glasses.
Although he could not see us, he smiled, and after
bidding us good morning - with a faint, lingering
Hungarian accent - he warmly thanked us for having him,
before beginning his story.
Paul was born in Hungary (he even showed us where
on a map), in 1938, and was 7 years old when his father
died of a heart attack. From then on, he was raised by his
mother, with the help of his grandparents and uncles,
who he showed us pictures of. He spoke of how towards
the end of the war, it was different: some days, he
couldn’t get the tram, and even if he could, he had to sit
in the open part of the locomotive. After a certain point,
Paul was made to wear a yellow star of David on his coat
everywhere he went, however, being so young, he did
not understand the significance of it, thinking it was just
decoration. The apartment he lived in was assigned a
‘yellow star house’ and he remembers how there were
too many Jewish people crammed into that house.
Eventually, his mother managed to get hold of some
false papers for new identities, meaning that Paul had to
learn a whole new name for himself and his mother,
dates of birth, and even had to learn the Hail Mary and
Our Father in Hungarian, which he then demonstrated to
us. He and his mother moved into a new apartment, as
Christians, because of the alarming amount of Jewish
people being persecuted and sent to concentration
camps. Everything was fine, until one day, Paul asked his
mother where their yellow stars were, and a 14 year old
boy overheard, and told his parents what had happened.
This caused Paul, his mother, and his uncle to live in a
basement for 8 days, with one bucket for waste between
everyone and very little food. The conditions were so
bad they ended up having to flee.
The next place they found to stay was called the ‘glass
house’, which housed 3,500 Jews, crammed in under
Swiss protection. There were only three toilets in the
entire place, and Paul tells us of a time he told his
mother he needed the toilet, and she picked him up,
walked to the front of the long queue, and shoved him in
there. There were also long queues going into the
basement, as that is where people would get marked as
‘strictly protected’. Old Domino, as Paul refers to him, is
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one of the people who we were told he remembers, as
he was a Ukrainian man who would play dominos with
them.
On February 15th, there was conflict, and Old Domino
yelled at Paul and his mother to get out, before being
shot by the ‘opposing side’. We hear him travel back to
that moment, how he could see Old Domino’s big boots
and thought of his mother out there somewhere, who
would never know of her son’s death. After this, they
travelled to Margaret Bridge, which had been
accidentally destroyed earlier, by Germans. His mother
paid a young man to row them across the river, and they
saw a large Russian soldier with a gun, shouting.
Eventually, when they made it to the other side, his
Uncle saves the day again, whisking them to the other
side of Budapest, to a villa. This is where, Paul tells us, he
began to fear for his life. There was fighting and guns,
and because of all of the loud noises, a young child of
Paul’s age would be absolutely terrified. Eventually, his
mother decided Hungary was no place for him and found
a way to send him out of the country, first to Austria,
then to England. He arrived, he told us, at three in the
morning, and he remembers how the first thing he saw a
person do in England, was smile. According to him, Paul
has led a relatively peaceful and boring life in England.
After he had told us his story, Paul asked if anyone
had questions to ask him. One person asked:
‘What was the worst thing that happened and what
impact did it have on your faith?’
He answered, telling us that he grew up with his
family being completely Jewish, but he did not grow up
uber-religiously and that he has lived quite secularly in
England.
Another person asked; ‘What was your thought
process in the cottage?’
This is when he told us he began to fear for his life,
because of the loud noises, and that to this day, he
cannot go to firework displays because of the noise, and
sometimes at the theatre, he has to plug his ears.
‘What is the most important thing that you think
people can take from the Holocaust?’
He replied, telling us not to hold anything against
anyone, as Germany is very different today, and he has
German friends who are some of the nicest people he
knows, and that hatred is a thing of the past.
He told us to yes, know, yes learn from it, but do not
hold it against anyone.
‘Were you able to eat Kosher food and lead a normal
Jewish life?’
Paul responded by saying yes, his grandparents were
normal Jews, who went to the synagogue and ate Kosher
(though not strictly), but after the war, he led a Jewish
life in England but does not eat strictly Kosher food.
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After a few more questions, Paul
stopped, and again warmly thanked us for
having him, said thank you to whoever
came up with the idea of the talk, and told
us he thought it was very thoughtful of us
(and to keep smiling).
When Paul logged off, we listened to
Gerry, and he commented on our
questions, telling us ‘how reflective and
thoughtful’ those questions were.
Before we left, Gerry told us to
remember that the Holocaust isn’t all
about concentration camps, even though
that is the first thing everyone thinks of.
Then, he asked us, ‘How do you think the
restrictions and being on a call has differed
from the experience of being in person?’

MedSoc - Aspiring
Healthcare Professionals

ISSUE NUMBER
68
MAY

One answer is technical, that it was
more difficult to hear, another is more
personal, that we might have been able to
feel more of a connection to Paul.
Another person thought of how it
affects him, and how he can be more
comfortable about answering personal
questions in the comfort of his own home.
After once again commenting on how
thoughtful and respectful we had been,
and thanking us for allowing them to speak
today, he finished the call, and row by row
we left the hall, carrying with us the new
knowledge of just how horrific the
Holocaust really was.
Keira 8C

also completed an “ethical carousel”, in
which we learned about additional
factors healthcare professionals may
consider when making decisions, such as
Gillick’s competency or respecting
patient confidentiality. In the future, we
hope to discuss other topics that would
prove useful for the gruelling application
process, such as UCAT and BMAT
practice, the multi- disciplinary team
and discussion of New Scientist articles.
We also work closely with Mrs Foley,
the lead for Raising Aspirations for
Medics. The sessions complement the
informative presentations she delivers
to aspiring medics, such as about
university choices, wider reading or
super curricular activities. These help us
to focus on what we need for each stage
of the application process (where they
become more relevant). She also gives
us suggestions for activities to run in
MedSoc, based on her experience of
helping previous students into
healthcare-related courses, which we
try and implement in our sessions.
So far, feedback from both staff and
participants has been extremely
positive, and we’ve all learned so much
from the first two sessions alone! We
look forward to continuing MedSoc
through the rest of Year 12 and Year 13.

MedSoc is a student-led society open
to all aspiring healthcare professionals
in Year 12. It was started up (and is run)
by myself, Vaibhavi (12C) and Jessica
(12G) towards the end of March, and all
participants now meet every fortnight
on a Friday afternoon. The aim is to
provide a collaborative platform for
aspiring healthcare professionals to
learn more about their prospective
fields, mainly through group discussions
and activities.
Although the society is still in its early
stages, it has been incredibly useful to
all of us so far! Each session begins with
a presentation delivered by an individual
or group about a topic of their choice
(such as current affairs). This gives an
opportunity for everyone to practise
their public speaking, and for the entire
group to learn more about another topic
that can be further explored and later
discussed, such as at interviews.
The main bulk of the session then
revolves around some form of
discussion over a certain topic of
interest. So far, we’ve had a group
debate about whether the NHS should
be privatised, whereby we
collaboratively considered several
perspectives, and came together to
Asmitta 12A
form a well-rounded conclusion. We’ve
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At the end of last year, Asmitta (12A) and I started a virtual DT club for Key Stage Three students. In previous
years, we had a DT club every Monday after school. However, like all after school activities, the club had to be
paused due to COVID-19 restrictions. So when we became DT prefects, we thought it would be a great idea to help
younger years gain such opportunities. Hence, we set up a virtual DT club via Google Classroom, which allowed
students to do DIY crafts from the comfort of their own homes. Considering many
students across the year groups were self-isolating, completing the projects was
also a relaxing way to pass the time.
Since launching the club, we completed four uniquely themed DT projects,
consisting of various crafts with differing complexity. We uploaded a new task on a
termly basis to give everyone enough time to complete
each activity. Many students then uploaded a picture
of their work to the Google Classroom stream and
were awarded house points for their spectacular
efforts. However, they were specific tasks to give a
basic project idea while still providing the students with
the space to be creative and personalise them.
Our first project started with a Christmas theme,
and students had choices out of four crafts. To link this
theme with the DT subject, we decided to include
sustainability, promoting zero waste. We saw
ornamental paper wreaths, bright 3D paper stars, 2D
zero waste stars and adorable origami reindeer.
Our second
project
consisted of
ideal Valentine's Day decors: roses, gift boxes
and heart chains, and lockdown organisation
crafts; this was an excellent way for students
to use readily available resources to create
functional items. Students creatively
converted their cereal boxes into bookholders
and paper tube or card into pencil holders.
Our third project focused on two themes:
Mother's Day and STEM projects.

We thought to incorporate pop-up cards
for the Mother's Day theme, a wonderful surprise for our mothers.
Additionally, we included STEM, as careers involving STEM are closely
related to Design and Technology. Nevertheless, we considered the
limitations students may have with resources and found the blow-up
hand, paper plate hovercraft and DIY skimmer the most suitable.
For our current project, we decided to include typography.
Especially as it is National Teen Self Esteem Month, we decided that
the students could create digital or hand posters as we all could
benefit from a spark of motivation.
As of now, we plan to continue posting project ideas that students
can access through our DT Club Google Classroom. Nevertheless, it was fantastic to see the students' enthusiasm to
create these crafts. Some were so keen that they tested out varied materials- a DT skill that they naturally
developed. Also, it was brilliant seeing everyone giving support and praise to each other. We hope that this would
continue, and students will share more innovative projects in the future.
Aleena 12C
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